
Get ready for kvCORE!
4 things you should be doing now to make 
your kvCORE launch a massive success
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Leverage kvCORE in your recruiting 

kvCORE is the #1 real estate tech platform in the world - seriously, it’s rated the best by real, 
verified users. Top agents and teams seek out kvCORE every day - because it WORKS! Now 
is your opportunity to start talking about kvCORE and supercharge your recruiting! 

EXAMPLE kvCORE MESSAGE

RE/MAX is home to the most 
productive agents in the world. Our 
technology, powered by  kvCORE, will 
help you save time PLUS do more 
business! It’s a single, seamless 
platform to manage and grow your 
business ALL IN ONE place! kvCORE 
will help you capture and incubate 3X 
more leads; nurture and engage 
5-10X more clients - automatically; 
and give you visibility into your hottest 
opportunities each day - all from the 
palm of your hand.

Get to know what the 
RE/MAX o�ering entails:

kvCORE Platform 
CORE Present
CORE Listing Machine
& Design Center
Unlimited CORE Teams 

Nail your
kvCORE “Message”

Empower your sta� with 
common messaging that 
describes the value of kvCORE 
to both current and prospective 
agents. You don’t need to be 
tech experts, but you should 
have a solid “elevator pitch” that 
highlights the value of your 
technology and aligns to your 
company culture & values.

Start promoting kvCORE in your recruiting campaigns, 
social media pages and more. There are lots of RE/MAX 
branded resources  to use in your recruiting here: 
https://rem.ax/kvCORElaunch

Simplify your tech stack (and SAVE $$$) 
The average brokerage pays for 12 - 15 di�erent tech tools for their agents - often resulting 
in a disjointed tech stack with low adoption and wasted money. kvCORE consolidates 
many of these point solutions into a single, seamless platform. Now is a great time to 
re-evaluate your technology purchases and consolidate where appropriate or consider 
reallocating those dollars into marketing to help drive new business.

Some of common tools your kvCORE suite can replace:

IDX Websites

Lead Routing & Lead Management

Email Marketing Campaigns 

Listing Alerts, Market Reports, 
and Seller Reports

CMA & Presentation Tools

Communication Tools
(email, texting, video messaging)

Open House Apps

Listing Marketing

Social Media Marketing 

And much, much more… 



Relax!  We’ve got you covered!
With over 300,000 agents, teams and brokerages on our kvCORE Platform, 
we know what it takes to successfully launch, train and support your 
company. Together we'll make this transition to your new technology 
platform smooth and seamless. And of course, as your long term tech 
partner, Inside Real Estate is here to help with any questions you may have 
along the way! 

You can read up on best practices and strategies for successfully 
implementing new technology in our comprehensive Brokerage Technology 
Guide, right here (scan the QR code to grab your copy).  

Prepare for a smooth transition:
A little preparation goes a long way! Now is the time to help your agents get 
their leads & contacts organized so they can fully leverage kvCORE. 

Leads & Contacts:

Make sure your agents know that 
kvCORE o�ers them a completely 
private CRM database. 
Many agents are concerned about
adding their personal database into 
brokerage provided CRMs. With kvCORE 
their contacts remain private & in their 
control, giving them confidence and 
peace of mind to fully embrace kvCORE 
as their only CRM.

We will be working closely with RE/MAX to 
transfer as much of your existing leads & 
contacts from booj, directly
into kvCORE. 

Have leads & contacts in other places?! We 
make it easy to get new contacts into kvCORE.  
From within kvCORE, agents can upload 
contacts directly OR send contacts to our team 
of Lead Configuration Specialists who will 
upload their database for them. Encourage 
agents to review the places they currently 
store leads and contacts and compile them 
into a .CSV file for upload into kvCORE. 
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4 Consider how you will fuel kvCORE
Leads & Contacts are the fuel that powers the kvCORE engine! Think 
about how you want to drive new leads into kvCORE. There are lots of 
free & paid options at the agent, team and brokerage level. 

SCAN TO
GET THE GUIDE

PRO TIP

Property Boost: is a turn-key solution that automatically advertises 
your company listings on Facebook generating high-quality, 
low-cost leads. Bonus: it delights your sellers with reporting to 
show how much exposure you’re driving for their property. This is a 
great option to drive company generated leads for recruiting or an 
e-leads program. Plus, with kvCORE’s automated nurturing and full 
lifecycle tracking, you’ll convert more leads into closed deals and 
can track referral fees for an additional revenue stream.

Marketplace: you can explore additional options in our kvCORE 
Marketplace that will help you and your agents drive more 
business with kvCORE.  


